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Abstract

This paper explores the impact of insatiable needs on the sustainability and the

direction of technological change and economic growth. In a simple framework it is

shown that growth can only be sustained if either the opportunity costs of research

are small at low levels of research or if some needs are insatiable. The �rst source of

sustained growth (low opportunity cost of research) also enhances an e�cient spread

of growth over di�erent technologies and commodities, while the second (insatiable

needs) typically induces the `wrong kind' of growth. In connexion with Keynes' essay

`On the Economic Possibilities of our Grandchildren' [1931], we consider relative

needs as the main source of insatiability of needs.
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1 Introduction

This paper explores the impact of insatiable needs on the sustainability and the di-

rection of technological change and economic growth.

(1) We �rst introduce a simple model of growth in which the intensity and the di-

rection of growth are determined endogenously. As in Schumpeter's theory of economic

development (Schumpeter [1911]), change in the present article is modelled as a sequence

of temporary economies that are perfectly competitive in all traditional markets and mo-

nopolistically competitive in new markets. Which new markets are opened or which new

technologies are intorduced depends on the set of perceived potential innovations and on

the expected pro�tability of these potential innovations. All resources { including the re-

sources that are necessary for technological change { ow to those activities that generate

su�ciently high pro�ts.

(2) The core question of the present paper is a normative question. How well does actual

(equilibrium) development perform as compared to potential development? Our welfare

criterium is much weaker than the standard concept of Pareto-e�ciency. In a world with

many di�erent industries, technologies, and commodities, with knowledge externalites, and

with agents that are short lived and { possibly { short-sighted, one can hardly expect that

the `right' innovations are chosen in every period. In fact, in Funk [1996] we show in a

framework similar to that of the present paper, that generically the wrong innovations

will be carried through in many periods (even if all agents are perfectly rational). The

assumptions on public knowledge about the evolution of innovation-possibilities, on for-

ward looking rationality, on the coordination of beliefs, and on inter-generational transfers

that are so very strong and unrealistic that we prefer to use an alternative welfare concept

which is su�ciently strong to capture a popular notion of dynamic e�ciency and which

is su�ciently weak to be aimed at by people that are less than clair-voyant. For us, the

relevant question is whether development can persistently go into wrong directions, can

persistently neglect direction that could and should be further develop, or can even com-

pletely peter out before potential gains are exhausted. In accordance our welfare criterium

(which we call `solving the long-run economic problem' using Keynes' terminology) only

excludes persistent suboptimalites.

(3) In the present article we are concerned with persistent suboptimalities that arise due
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to insatiable needs. We hold that a major source for insatiability of needs are externalities in

consumers' tastes. In accordance with Keynes [1931] we will say that needs are `relative'

if the case of consumption externalities. Relative needs are present whenever some

individuals care about what others own, earn, do, think, or consume. While it may be

reasonable to assume that absolute needs (those needs of an individual that are independent

of other individuals) are weakly (i.e. asymptotically) satiable, relative needs, almost by

de�nition, cannot be simultaneously satiated by all members of a society. No doubt,

relative needs are omnipresent in our society. And no doubt too, they strongly inuence

economic variables. Where they do so, they should matter to economists. In fact, they have

mattered to economists. The importance of relative needs has not only been stressed by

heterodox economists like Veblen [1899]. It also has been emphasized by many mainstream

economists. One can �nd evidence in the writings of almost all great economists from Adam

Smith to John Maynard Keynes.

Keynes' Essay on the Long-run Economic Problem

For the sake of presentation we loosely link this paper to Keynes' essay `Economic Pos-

sibilities for our Grandchildren', which he \�rst presented in 1928 as a talk to several

small societies, including the Essay Society of Winchester College and the Political Club

at Cambridge"1. We do so not because Keynes stands latest in the list of great economist

who explicitly referred to relative needs, but

(1) because in his essay Keynes refers to relative needs in the context of the long run

economic problem (the satiation of absolute needs), which is at the center of the paper,

(2) because Keynes explicitly argues that absolute needs are satiable, while relative needs

are insatiable (which, somewhat weakened, is assumed in one of the main propositions of

the present paper), and

(3) because Keynes fails to realize that exactly this scenario of satiable absolute needs

and insatiable relative needs is unfavorable for the solution of the economic problem { the

satiation of absolute needs { even if these are satiable.

Before we make precise all this, we take a closer look at Keynes' essay. The essay makes

clear why Keynes, the economist, was not much worried about the long-run. The reason

1Keynes [1931].
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for this indi�erence was not his well documented opinion that in the long-run we are all

dead. It was rather his �rm belief that in the long-run mankind would have solved its

economic problem. In fact, Keynes believed that our absolute needs (those needs that do

not depend on what others consume or own) are in principle satiable and that they would

in fact be satis�ed for the grandchildren of his generation if per capita real income would

continue to rise as it did in the past 200 years. He draws

\ the conclusion that, assuming no important wars and no important increase

in population, the economic problem may be solved, or at least be in sight of

solution, within a hundred years. This means that the economic problem is not

{ if we look into the future { the permanent problem of the human race."2

Although there has been at least one important war since Keynes �rst gave his talk at

Cambridge and although there has been a tremendous increase in population since then,

per capita real input has risen at least as fast since 1928 as it did in the two preceding

centuries. It seems natural for us { the grandchildren of Keynes generation { to check how

far his prediction has already come true.

Most importantly for the present paper which is concerned not only with the sustain-

ability of growth, but also with its direction, one has to realize that the economic problem {

the satisfaction of our needs { is a problem with many dimensions. One can not necessarily

say much about the solution of this problem by simply referring to continuous growth of

per capita real income, which aggregates over many di�erent individuals and over many

di�erent needs:

First, there are many di�erent types of individuals. Some people manage to provide

themselves with plenty of good food, housing and clothing, performing a pleasant job for

a moderate amount of time. However, while some no longer sweat for their daily bread,

many more remain poor in absolute terms by any standard. Following a world bank

report3 there are almost one billion of people that { far from being satiated { \su�er from

undernourishment in terms of having not enough calories for an active working life". This

is an economic problem and a solution to the problem is not much closer in sight today

2Keynes [1931], p. 326.

3World Bank [1986]
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than it was in 1928. We will speak of persistent inequalities in such cases of persistent

(absolute) poverty in a world of continuously growing average real income (since in such

a case an alternative feasible development could make some individuals drastically better

o� without making anybody else drastically worse o�).

Second, there are di�erent needs even for a single individual. While some individuals

may come close to satisfy many of their basic needs, virtually nobody manages to satisfy

all of his most basic material needs. The need for clean air or clean and chloride free

water for instance is not satis�ed for some of the most wealthiest individuals. And many

people still work much for a job they don't like enough -unlike Keynes has predicted. In

these examples development quite persistently neglects some type of feasible and desirable

improvements. We will speak of persistent ine�ciencies in such cases.

Thus, if we take into account the fact that the economic problem has many dimensions

we can hardly claim that we have come close to its solution. Empirically Keynes' prophecy

has not yet been ful�lled. Possibly we only have to wait for longer { about this we can only

speculate and theorize. This brings us to the essential theoretical questions of this paper:

Are there inherent forces in a laissez-faire market economy guaranteeing that continu-

ous growth of per capita real income (aggregated over persons and commodities) induces

progress in the satisfaction of all needs for all mankind? Does laissez-faire development

(asymptotically) exhaust all potential gains form feasible development? If yes, we have said

that laissez-faire development solves the long run economic problem. Development solves

the long-run economic problem, if both persistent ine�ciencies and persistent inequalities

are excluded.

Note that sustained growth, if feasible and desired, is a necessary condition for solving

the economic problem. Since sustained per capita growth (world-wide) may be considered

as an empirical fact, while the solution of the economic problem can't, we need a theory that

does not identify the two, but rather allows to identify conditions that possibly enhances

sustained growth, but that enhance the wrong kind of growth.

Relative needs. Critical voices in the audience of Keynes' �rst presentation in Cambridge

may already have objected that his informal de�nition of the economic problem makes little

sense if our needs are insatiable. Keynes in fact admits the possibility of insatiable needs.

In order to rescue his vision about the solution of the economic problem he distinguishes
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between absolute needs and relative needs:

\� � � Now it is true that the needs of human beings may seem to be insatiable.

But they fall in two classes { those needs which are absolute in the sense that

we feel them whatever the situation of our fellow human beings may be and

those which are relative in the sense that we feel them only if their satisfaction

lifts us above, makes us feel superior to, our fellows. Needs of the second class,

those which satisfy the desire for superiority, may indeed be insatiable; for the

higher the general level, the higher still they are. But this is not so true of the

absolute needs { a point may soon be reached, much sooner perhaps than we

all of us are aware of, when these needs are satis�ed in the sense that we prefer

to devote our further energies to non-economic purposes."4

While Keynes makes clear that by \solving the economic problem of mankind" he means

satisfying everybody's absolute needs, he is not very precise about when relative needs

become relevant. Implicitly he seems to assume that relative needs only gain momentum

after absolute needs have been satiated. Keeping in mind the multi-dimensionality of the

economic problem it seems clear that some relative needs (and the relative needs of some)

become relevant before all absolute needs (and the absolute needs of all) are satiated.

In this case the answer to our question of how apt the laissez-faire is in exploiting the

potentials of feasible development strongly depends on the presence of relative needs.

The remaining of this article is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the

framework of development and de�ne our welfare criterium. This criterium excludes both

persistent ine�ciencies and persistent inequalities. In section 3 we �rst show that if all

needs are weakly satiable, then the pro�ts in terms of own inputs from potential innovations

tend to zero if growth is sustained. As a corollary it follows that growth cannot be sustained

if needs are weakly satiable and if the opportunity costs of research are high. If, on the other

hand the opportunity cost of research are su�ciently low, then we show that equilibrium

development solves the economic problem (in particular, growth is sustained if this is

feasible). If research is su�ciently pleasant at low levels of research this not only enhances

growth, it also enhances the `right kind' of growth. We then introduce insatiable needs.

4Keynes [1931], p. 326.
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Since we think that the most prominent case for insatiable needs are `relative needs' we

assume (weakly) satiable absolute needs and insatiable relative needs. This class of of

preferences also reects Keynes' view about satiable absolute needs and insatiable relative

needs. We show that laissez-faire development always fails to solve the economic problem,

although growth may be sustained.

Section 4 gives examples in which development fails to solve the economic problem in

the long-run due to insatiable needs. The examples show that the relevant question is not

whether needs are relative or absolute, but whether they are satiable or insatiable. The

persistent inequality of example A1 and the persistent ine�ciency of example A2 are due

to insatiable absolute needs. We reconsider these examples in the presence of relativ needs

and show how easily persistent long-run market failures arise in the presence of relative

needs. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of di�erent potential sources of sustained

growth.

2 The Model

We �rst introduce a very simple framework of development in which both the intensity

and the direction of growth are determined endogenously. While the model allows for the

presence of relative needs, neither the model nor the de�nition of the long-run economic

problem depend on the presence or the absence of relative needs.

Keynes identi�ed the solution of the economic problem with the satiation of consumers'

absolute needs. The solution of this problem (in �nite times) would implicitly require

that absolute needs are satiable. The requirement of (strongly) satiable wants contradicts

standard assumptions of non-satiability of most of modern economic theory. Fortunately,

strongly satiable absolute needs are not necessary to give a precise sense to Keynes informal

idea of the long-run economic problem. We will therefore allow for insatiable needs and say

that laissez-faire (i.e. equilibrium) development solves the long-run economic problem if

the satisfaction of no need which could further be enhanced is persistently neglected in the

course of development. We do not require that a bliss point is reached (or asymptotically

approached) if this is technically infeasible.

As we have noted in the introduction there are many ways in which the tastes of one
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consumer may depend on other consumers. Here we will simply assume that the utility

of one consumer not only depends on what he consumes himself, but also on what other

consumers consume.

Also note that one may whish to investigate into the causes of relative needs. Some

argue, for instance, that consumption externalities arise because consumers want to signal

some feature of their personality which can not be directly observed. Consumers may want

to convey information about their wealth by the consumption of conspicuous commodities

(see Corneo and Jeanne [1995] or Bagwell and Bernheim [1994]). In contrast, we simply

postulate the existence of relative needs. There may be many di�erent reasons for why a

person cares for the type of shirt others wear or cars they drive. We do not try to uncover

here the social and psychological causes for relative needs, as little as we try to explain

the biological or psychological causes for absolute needs. We simply take them as given,

without however, assuming much about their particular shape.

Commodities and preferences. There are �nitely many types of individuals i 2 I and

�nitely many groups of commodities h 2 H. The commodities yhn within one group h

are produced with a common input xh and vertically product di�erentiated with quality

qn 2 IR+; n 2 IN: In general a consumption plan of consumer i in a given period is a vector

of inputs xi = (xi1; � � � ; x
i
H) and a vector ~yi = (~yi1; � � � ; ~y

i
H) of consumption functions, where

~yih describes the list of the quality di�erentiated commodities of group h consumed by i.

We assume that the utility of a consumer depends on the qualities consumed by the other

consumers. To �x ideas we assume that it depends on the vector of average qualities, �q;

consumed in the economy, where �qh = ([
P
1

0 qhnŷhn]=[
P
1

0 ŷhn]); and where ŷhn is the mean

consumption of commodity h with quality n in the economy. Preferences are represented

by a utility function ui : IRH
+ � IRH1

+ � IRH ! IR; (x1; � � � ; xH ; ~y1; � � � ; ~yH; �q1; � � � ; �qH) 7!

ui(x; ~y; �q); where x = (x1; � � � ; xH) is a vector of input sales, ~y = (~y1; � � � ; ~yH) is a vector of

consumption functions for all groups of commodities,

Note that although we have allowed for externalities with respect to quality, we do not

include externalities with respect to quantity. We could as well allow for such externalities.

For our propositions it only matters whether or not externalities with respect to quantities

of, say, commodity h peter out if the quantities of single commodity of group h become

very large (Hundreds of cakes per day per person). Neglecting externalities with respect
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to quantity amounts to assume that they in fact do peter out. We think that this is not

unrealistic. In contrast, we will (in general) not assume that the externalities with respect

to quality peter out if quality growth without bound.

State of knowledge and competitive equilibria. The state of knowledge in a given period t

is de�ned as the (�nite) set of technologies Y t = fY t
1 ; � � � ; Y

t
#Ytg; #Y t <1, that individual

�rms can use at t. A technology produces a single output with single input (although this

can easily be generalized). The aggregate technology, Ŷk, corresponding to a given

individual technology Y t
k in Y t, is the smallest cone containing that individual technology.

In the considered case of single-input-single-output technologies, Ŷk is simply a linear

technology that has as slope the minimal average productivity of Y t
k .

Temporary equilibria given the state of knowledge in a given period are de�ned

as (temporary) competitive equilibria of the economy that operates with the aggregate

technologies. The idea is that in a su�ciently large economy with free entry to all tradi-

tional technologies, aggregates behave as if the economy were perfectly competitive given

the appropriate cone technologies. In order to guarantee that individual �rms are `small'

compared to the rest of the economy, it is assumed that the asymptotic cones of all indi-

vidual technologies do not contain strictly positive elements,5 or, with single-input-single-

output technologies, that the average product tends to zero if the amount of input tends

to in�nity. We denote �(Yk) the maximal average productivity of technology Yk.

Innovation possibilites. Given the state of knowledge Y t at t there is a set of perceived

potential innovations. More generally, there is an exogenous innovation-function I

that de�nes a set of potential innovations I(Y) for each state of knowledge Y. Potential

innovations have the same general properties as traditional technologies (i.e. they are

`small').

Research and choosen innovations. There are scarce resources that can be used to improve

upon existing technologies. We call these resources `research'. For simplicity, it is assumed

that the maximal supply of research just su�ces to implement any of the potential inno-

vation of that period. Thus, at most one potential innovation in I(Y) is chosen in each

period.

5For a non-cooperative foundation of this equilibrium concept (given the state of knowledge) in a

general equilibrium Cournot framework see Novshek and Sonnenschein [1980] and in a general equilibrium

Bertrand framework see Funk [1995].
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Innovators can use their innovations as monopolists. Since technologies are small com-

pared to the aggregate technology of the competitive sector, the innovator of a given period

(if there is an innovation in that period) takes as given all prices of the competitive sec-

tor and chooses the innovation which guarantees the highest pro�ts. After the period of

innovation, there is free entry to the new technology, as well, and pro�ts are reduced to

zero. Thus innovators choose the innovation that generates highest short-run pro�ts given

current prices.

We assume that there is free entry to the innovative activity. Therefore the full pro�ts

of the innovator are paid to researches. If R is the maximal amount of research hours in

the economy and �tI is the pro�t of a potential innovation I in t, then the `wage' for one

hour of research is wt
R = (�tI=R). Given wt

R and given the other prices at t a researcher can

decide whether to do research or not. To �x our attention we consider two very stylized

polar scenarios:

Scenario 1: `Research has low opportunity cost'. The full amount of research is supplied,

irrespectively of what wt
R and other prices are. In a more general framework this can be

replaced by the assumption that the marginal disutility from doing little research is very

low (see Funk [1996]). We therefore say in this case that research has low opportunity

cost.

Scenario 2: `Research has high opportunity cost'. A researcher supplies all his research to

innovators if and only if wt
R � wt

h for all h 2 H. We are in this Scenario 2 for instance, if

each input is the labor of a certain skill-level and if a researcher can do the tasks of any

skill level, being completely indi�erent as to which task he performs.

With Scenario 1 the potential innovation generating highest pro�ts is implemented in

each period. With Scenario 2 this innovation is implemented if it generates su�ciently

high pro�ts. Otherwise no innovation is carried through in that period.

Note that one of the simpli�cations of the present model is that individual technologies

are small. Since this also is the case for the innovator his pro�ts will be small as compared to

aggregate quantities. This is why we can neglect research incomes when de�ning temporary

equilibrium. In Funk [1996] we allow for a non-negligable research sector. This is more

realistic but does not much alter the insights of the simpler present framework.

Equilibrium development. The new aggregate technology in the industry in which an
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innovation occurs is the smallest cone containing the improved technology used by the

innovator. Depending on the new state of knowledge there is a new set of potential

innovations (de�ned by the innovation function), of which none or the most pro�table one

is carried through, which in turn de�nes the state of knowledge of the next period. Thus,

given the innovation function and given an initial state of knowledge, we get a sequence

of states of knowledges, which we call equilibrium development of knowledge, and

a correspoding sequence of temporary competitive allocations and prices, which we call

equilibrium development.

In Funk [1996] we explain how features of the innovation-function can cause ine�cient

dead locks of equilibrium development. Here we we want to concentrate on problems that

arise due to properties of preferences. We therefore assume that the innovation-function is

nicely behaved: Firstly we will always assume that there is no loss of opportunities. This

essentially amounts to exclude negative external e�ects of the research in one direction on

the productivity of research into another direction. Formally, if I 2 I(Y) and Y � Y 0, then

I 2 I(Y 0) (We call this assumption No loss of opportunities). Secondly, we assume

that it should be possible to at least slightly improve upon the initial knowledge in just

one period if there is a path from the initial state of knowledge Y to a `better' state of

knowledge Y 0. The necessary improvement may be a very minor one (i.e. it has to be

bounded away from zero). Formally, we assume that given the innovation function I there

exists a � 2 [0; 1) such that for all states of knowledge Y0, Y; all qualities q0; q 2 IR+;

any class of commodities h 2 H and any natural number � � 1 with Y 2 P� (I;Y0) there

exists a Y 0 2 P1(I;Y0) and a q0 2 IR+ (We call this assumption `Convexity'). Thirdly,

we assume that the average products of the technologies cooresponding to the limiting

potential state of knowledge (when time tends to in�nity) tend to zero if the amount of

input employed tends to in�nity (we call this assumption `No explosion of quantities').

For the sake of exposition, we assume that in each industry h and in each period there

is one process-innovation, improving upon the technology producing the highest quality in

industry h, and one product innovation, increasing the highest quality qhnt
h

to qhnt
h
+1. Thus,

in equilibrium development, in any given period (t) and any industry (h) only one quality

is consumed. At any point in time the relevant aggregate technologies are completely

described by the vector (qth; �
t
h)h2H , where q

t
h is the highest quality producable in industry
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h at t and where �t
h is the slope of the aggregate technology for this quality at t.

Potential development. We call potential development of knowledge the hypothet-

ical sequence of states of knowledge that one would get if, in every period all potential

innovations were carried through. The sequence of aggregate technologies corresponding

to potential development is fully described by the sequence (qt
Ph; �

t
Ph)h2H, where q

t
Ph is the

highest quality producable in industry h at t in potential development and where �t
Ph is

the slope of the aggregate technology for this quality (given potential development). Let

qhP and �hP be the limits of these values if time is taken to in�nity (note that these `limits'

may be in�nite) .

We say that laissez-faire development solves the long-run economic problem

if for any equilibrium development all potential gains from development are exhausted

asymptotically, i.e., if the price in terms of own inputs of the highest quality qth tends to

(1=�hP) and if the highest known quality qth tends to qhP , for all commodities h in which

some consumer is insatiated (strictly positive marginal utility) at the limit of development.

One may hold that this de�nition is overly strong in that it compares equilibrium

development with potential development which is not restricted by the resource constraints

of the private sector. One may therefore prefer to de�ne the welfare criterium only in

terms of feasible developments. A feasible development of knowledge simply is a sequence

of states of knowledges (Y t)t, such that for all t the state of knowledge at t, Y t, can

be reached by a potential innovation given the previous state of knowledge, Y t�1, i.e. if

Y t n Y t�1 2 I(Y t�1) for all t > 0: Because of our assumptions on the innovation function

an alternative de�nition, comparing equilibrium development with feasible developments

only, is equivalent to the chosen de�nition, since the limit of the potential development of

knowledge also is the limit of some feasible development of knowledge.

3 Satiable and Insatiable Needs

3.1 Weakly Satiable Absolute Needs

We say that consumer i's absolute needs are weakly satiable with respect to quan-

tity if for each inputs h and any consumed quality n of output h

(1) uihn 6!0 for any sequence of consumption plans, for which yihn 6!1 and for which the
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vector �qh � qh is constant (not strongly satiable);

(2) uixh is bounded;

(3) uihn ! 0 for any sequence of consumption plans with yihn ! 1 and with the vector

vector �q � q being constant (asymptotically satiable).

Note that part (1) and (2) is all what is needed for the e�ciency result, below. For

better comparability of the e�ciency result with the ine�ciency result (in the presence of

relative needs), we also require asymptotic satiability (part (3)).

When de�ning satiable absolute needs we are interested in a consumer's marginal utility

from quality in group h if the vector of economy-wide average qualities �q always equals the

vector of average qualities q consumed by the consumer. To this end we de�ne a reduced

utility function. The reduced utility function of consumer i is vi, de�ned by vi(x; ~y) =

ui(x; ~y; �q = qi), where �q is the vector of average qualities corresponding to ~y.

We say that consumer i0s absolute needs are weakly satiable with respect to

quality if the marginal rates of substitution between two commodities of the same group

h, q� and q� +�q� ;
viy

hq�

viy
h(q�+�q� )

; tend to 1 for all sequences (q� ;�q� )� such that q� !� 1

and such that �q� is a feasible quality increment (with respect to I) given q� for all �:

Consumer i0s absolute needs are weakly satiable if they are weakly satiable with

respect to quantity and with respect to quality.

We say that there are no relative needs if all the individual utility functions ui are

invariant in the vector of average consumed qualities �q.

Finally, we say that growth is sustained if the sequence of innovations never comes

to a halt.

Lemma 1 If there are no relative needs, if all consumers' absolute needs are weakly sa-

tiable, and if growth is sustained, then the potential pro�ts form innovations in terms of

own inputs tend to zero in any industry.

Proof: We only sketch the proof here.

(1) From `Weak satiability of absolute needs' follows that the maximal pro�ts in terms of

own inputs �thq=w
t
h (�

t
h�=w

t
h) from a quality (process) innovation in industry h tend to zero

if the number of quality (process) improvments in that industry tends to in�nity. Note

that monopoly quantities cannot tend to in�nity because of the assumption `no explosion

of quantities' (This is why we need not assume asymptotic satiability with respect to
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quantities).

(2) Because there are only �nitely many groups of commodities, the number of quality or

process innovations in at least one industry, say industry 1 has to tend to in�nity if growth

is sustained.

(3) From (1) and (2) it follows that, if growth is sustained, then �t1q=w
t
1 or �

t
1�=w

t
1 tends

to zero. Therefore �thq=w
t
1 and �th�=w

t
1 must tend to zero for all h, otherwise the in�nite

sequence of innovations in industry 1 could not occur.

(4) From (3) and the assumption that absolute needs are weakly satiable, it follows that

�t1q=w
t
h and �t1�=w

t
h tend to zero in the course of development.

Corollary 2 If there are high opportunity costs of research, if there are no relative needs

and if all consumers' absolute needs are weakly satiable, then growth is not sustained in

laissez-faire development. Therefore, laissez-faire development fails to solve the long-run

economic problem.

Proof: Suppose growth were sustained. Then, because of lemma 1, in the long-run, the

wage for one hour of research that the most pro�table potential innovator can o�er to

researchers, is smaller than the wage of usual workers in the industry of this innovator.

Because we assume Scenario 2 (high opportunity cost of research) potential researchers

would therefore prefer not to do research. Therefore, growth cannot be sustained.

Proposition 3 If there are low opportunity costs of research, if there are no relative needs

and if all consumers' absolute needs are weakly satiable, then laissez-faire development

solves the economic problem.

Proof: Suppose that (qth; (p
t
h=w

t
h)) does not tend to the limit of (qthP ; (1=�

t
hP)) in the

course of development. Then, introducing the potential technology corresponding to

(q�thP ; (1=�
�t
hP)) is pro�table in terms of input h at su�ciently large �t. However, no sin-

gle step innovation may lead to that potential technology. It follows from the convexity

assumption on the innovation-function that, at �t, there is a feasible single innovation which

is pro�table too. From the `no loss of opportunities' assumption it follows that this in-

novation remains feasible at any t > �t. As a consequence its pro�t in terms of input h

does not tend to zero. This contradicts lemma 1. (A more detailed proof is given in Funk

(1996)).
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Thus, if there are low opportunity costs of research, if there are no relative needs and if

all consumers' absolute needs are weakly satiable, then the satisfaction of no need of any-

body is persistently neglected (relative to potential development). Knowledge externalities

allone do not cause persistent ine�ciencies in this case.

We will now introduce an additional externality (a consumption externality) and again

only ask for persistent ine�ciencies.

3.2 Insatiable Relative Needs.

We now show that the conclusion of Proposition 3 is reversed for a simple but plausible

class of preferences if consumers also have relative needs. This class of preferences reects

Keynes' informal view on satiability of our needs: Satiable absolute needs together with

insatiable relative needs. We show that laissez-faire development systematically fails to

solve the economic problem if consumers have relative needs. Insatiable relative needs are

a potential source of sustained growth, but they typically induce the wrong kind of growth.

We have already de�ned weakly satiable absolute needs. We now de�ne insatiable

relative needs. Once one accepts the presence of relative needs, it is most natural to

assume that they are insatiable.

Relative needs for commodities of industry h are insatiable if there exists a

� > 1 such that given any vector of economy-wide average qualities �q, the marginal rates

of substitution of i 2 I between two commodities of the same group h, q� and q� +�q� ;
uiy

hq�

uiy
h(q�+�q� )

are greater than � if �q � q; (where (q� ;�q� )� is any sequence of feasible quality

increments).

Lemma 4 The pro�ts in terms of own inputs from product innovations in industries sat-

isfying relative needs are bounded away from zero.

Proof.

Take an industries satisfying relative needs, say industry h. For all t, at least on type of

consumers, say i, consumes no more than average quality of this commodity, i.e. qith � �qth.

Thus
uity

hqit

h

uiy
hq̂t

h

is greater than �, for some innovation q̂th and some � > 0. Thus, the price

increment a process innovator can get for a better product is bounded below by �: As we

have assumed that both quality innovations and process innovations in an industry always
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improve upon the best known technology, the corresponding monopoly quantities do not

tend to zero. Therefore the corresponding pro�ts are bounded away from zero.

Proposition 5 If absolute needs are weakly satiable and if relative needs are insatiable in

some industries, then laissez-faire development fails to solve the long-run economic prob-

lem. Resource and labor saving innovations in all industries as well as product innovations

of commodities without insatiable relative needs come to a complete halt before all potential

gains of development in these directions have been exhausted.

Proof.

(1) The pro�ts from process innovations and the pro�ts from product innovations in in-

dustries not satisfying relative needs tend to zero if these innovations are chosen in�nitely

often. At equilibrium of any period qit = �qt for all types of consumers.6 Therefore, in in-

dustries that do not satisfy relative needs, weak satiability of absolute needs with respect

to quality can be used as in the proof of Lemma 1.

(2) From (1) and Lemma 4 follows that either growth peters out or at least one of the

industries satisfying relative needs is continuously product improved, while the process

innovations in all industries and all innovations in industries not satisfying relative needs

are persistently neglected after a certain stage of development.

It follows from Lemma 4 that research wages that can be paid by the most pro�table

innovation have a strictly positive lower bound. Whether or not this lower bound is higher

than the maximal industrial wages, depends on the speci�cs of the innovation-function. In

section 4 we give examples in which research wages always remain above industrial wages.

Then, relative needs are a source of sustained growth.

Corollary 6 If there are low opportunity costs of research, if absolute needs are weakly

satiable and if relative needs are insatiable in some industries, then growth is sustained

under laissez faire-development but the economic problem is not solved. Some commodities

with insatiable relative needs are perpetually product improved, although all consumers

persistently prefer other feasible developments.

6Note that for an innovator it is optimal not to ration, such that the better quality he may produce

is spread over all the members of at least on type of consumers. Since he is small, his presence does not

inuence economy-wide averages.
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Proof: Corollary to Proposition 5.

If the principle determining which commodities satisfy relative needs is that relative

needs are strong for commodities which are consumed in public, visible to others, for

instance, then development is persistently biasd in favor of conspicuous consumption.

4 Examples

In section 1 we have explained that development may fail to `solve the long-run economic

problem' due to `persistent ine�ciencies' or due to `persistent inequalities'. In the present

section we give formal examples for both kinds of suboptimalities. They arise because of

insatiability of needs. In the �rst two examples (A1 and A2) there are no relative needs

(absolute needs are insatiable). The two next examples (B1 and B2) di�er from the �rst

examples in that we assume the presence of relative needs. The examples make clear

that for the long-run suboptimality of growth, the crucial question is whether needs are

satiable or insatiable, and not whether needs are absolute or relative. However, as we have

explained we believe that a major source for insatiability are relative needs. The examples

with relative needs are more natural and much more straightforward then the examples

without relative needs.

4.1 Insatiable Absolute Needs

4.1.1 Example A1: Persistent Underdevelopment.

In the �rst example laissez-faire development fails to solve the economic problem because

of a persistent ine�ciency. One part of the population enjoys perpetual growth of wealth,

another part of the population remains poor in absolute terms. Asymptotically the �rst

group of individuals is fully satiated, the second group remains hungry. We call this per-

sistently unequal only because there is an alternative feasible development under which,

asymptotically, everybody becomes satiated. The example is reduced to the minimal el-

ements that are necessary to generate the persisitent inequality. We therefore deviate

from the setting of section 3 in assuming that there are only process-innovations. The

example should only illustrate the impact of a violation of `weak satiability of absolute

needs'. In Funk [1996] the example is elaborated to a plausible story of satiation and
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underdevelopment.

Consumers and commodities. There are only two produced commodities: one low quality

commodity, y1; and one high quality commodity, y2. Low quality commodites are produced

with unskilled labour, x1; and high quality commodities are produced with skilled labour,

x2. Simplifying the model of section 2 there are no product-innovations in the example. All

innovations are process-innovations that increase the productivity of the most advanced

technology in one of the two industries. There are two types of individuals, di�ering with

respect to endowments (i.e. skills). Some (indexed by `s') own `skilled' labour only (es1 = 0;

es2 > 0) and the others (indexed by `u') own `unskilled' labour only (eu1 > 0; eu2 = 0).

All individuals have the same continuous and quasi-concave utility function u(x =

x1+x2; y1; y2) that satis�es the following condition. There exist y; y 2 IR+; with 0 < y < y;

such that u(x; y1; y2) < u(x; y01; y
0

2) if [y1+ y2 < y01+ y02 < y] or if [y01+ y02 � y and y2 < y02]:

One might think of y1 as low quality food and of y2 of high quality food, both being

identical in nutritional value. If a person has less than y (the hunger-line) he is hungry

and does not care for taste. If he has more to eat than y (the satiation-line) he does not

care for low quality food any more.

Note that these preferences violate part (1) `Weakly satiability absolute needs w.r.t.

quantity'. Absolute needs for the the low quality commodity are strongly satiable in the

example.

State of knowledge and temporary equilibria. There are two types of technologies (two

industries), the �rst producing y1 with x1, the second producing y2 with x1.

Innovation possibilities. There is a potential innovation, I tk; for each known technology Y t
k

given the state of knowledge Y t. It is purely process-improving and increases the e�cient

scale productivity �t
k by a factor  > 1. To keep matters as simple as possible we assume

that there are low opportunity costs of research (scenario 1). To guarantee sustained

growth with high opportunity cost of research we would have to assume more about the

innovation function.

Note that in the example  does not depend on how often which innovation has been

chosen. The constancy of  corresponds to the assumption of exponential growth of re-

search productivity, standard in the endogenous growth literature. In the examples with

relative we will no longer need to assume exponential growth of research productivity.
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Choosen innovations. In the example the potential state of knowledge at t is represented

by the potential productivities (�t
P1; �

t
P2) that would be realized if in every period before

t all potential innovations would have been carried through. Laissez-faire development

solves the long-run economic problem in the example if the real prices in both industries

(pt1=w
t
1; p

t
2=w

t
2) tend to the limit of (1=�t

P1; 1=�
t
P2).

In the simple example it is clear that only one technology will be active in a given

period in each industry. This is the technology with maximal e�cient scale productivity

in the corresponding industry. We denote these productivities by �t
1 and �t

2. Innovators

will always choose to improve upon one of these two technologies. We will now argue that

innovations only occure in the high quality industry.

Suppose that es2 is su�ciently large (given the utility function and given �0
2) to ensure

that xs2�
s
2 > y: Then, the s do not buy y1 if the price for y1 is strictly positive. Therefore, at

(temporary) equilibrium the u cannot purchase y2 (this follows from the budget condition

of the s and the fact that �0
2 = (w0

2=p
0
2)): If we make sure that the u are really hungry

by setting eu1�
0
1 < y then they will certainly not demand y2 if p02 > p01: Thus any price

vector with (w0
1=p

0
1) = �0

1; (w
0
2=p

0
2) = �0

2; p
0
2 > p01 is an equilibrium (if es2 is su�ciently

large and eu1 su�ciently small). If �t
2 grows and �t

1 = �0
18t; then any price vector with

(wt
1=p

t
1) = �0

1; (w
t
2=p

t
2) = �t

2, p
t
2 > pt1 > 0 is an equilibrium. In order to guarantee that

�t2 > �t1 in each period we simply have to choose (pt2=p
t
1) su�ciently large, given the exact

form of the innovation-function. Then the innovator in each period will in fact choose

the second technology. Thus, �t
2 ! 1; �t

1 6! 1 while it would be feasible for both

productivities to tend to in�nity. Allthough the low quality commoditiy could in principle

(asymptotically) become a free commoditiy for everybody, the unskilled remain hungry in

absolute terms. This is a persistent inequality. Laissez-faire developement fails to solve

the long-run economic problem.

4.1.2 Example A2: Too much work for to high quality.

In the second example laissez-faire development failes to solve the long-run economic prob-

lem because of a persistent ine�ciency. Asymptotically consumers work more than the

would like to (as compared with other feasible and prefered developments).

As in the �rst example development in Example A2 has two possible dimensions. In the
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present example these are quality-improvements on the one hand and productivity growth

on the other hand. Unbounded quality growth and unbounded productivity growth are

feasible and e�cient (in a strong sense). Actual development, while continuously improving

upon existing qualities, does not much rise the productivity of labor. Process-innovations

are persistently neglected. We will show that this is strongly ine�cient.

There is only one type of consumer. All consumers have identical endowments e and

identical preferences. There is a single input x (labor) and a quality di�erentiated output

yn; with quality qn 2 IR+; n 2 IN: Preferences are represented by a utility function u :

IR+� IR1

+ ! IR; (x; ~y)! [(
P
1

0 yn)(e� x)]1=2 + [
P
1

0 qnyn]
1=2; where ~y describes the list of

the quality di�erentiated commodities consumed.

To complete the description of the economy we have to specify the innovation-function.

There are two potential innovations (I tqk; I
t
�k) for each known technology Y t

k given the state

of knowledge Y t. The �rst, I t�k; is purely process-improving. It increases the e�cient scale

productivity atk by a factor  > 1. The second, I tqk; allows to produce a higher quality

with I tqk identical to Y t
k (except for the quality of the output). It increases the quality qtk

produced by Y t
k by a factor � > 1.

As in the underdevelopment example  and � do not depend on how often which

innovation has been chosen. We may say that the constancy of these factors corresponds to

the assumption of exponential growth of research productivity, standard in the endogenous

growth literature. In addition, it excludes the presence of spill-overs from actual research

on one type of innovations on the productivity of research in another direction.

The chosen innovation is always strictly better than the old technology it improves

upon, independently of how the innovator decides. If, for simplicity, we assume that

the initial state of knowledge Y0 consists of a single technology Y 0 only, then the state

of knowledge at 1, Y1 = fY 0; I0g can be replaced by fI0g without losing any relevant

information. Similarly, for each t > 0 the innovator can either choose a process-improving

innovation, I t�; or a quality-improving innovation, I tq: Thus Y
t can be represented as a

singleton for all t: Given t let n(t) (resp. m(t)) be the numbers of times the quality-

improving (resp. process-improving) innovation has been chosen, with n(t) + m(t) = t:

Then, qt = �n(t)q0 and �(qt) = m(t)�0; where � > 1 and  > 1:

In the example the quality can tend to in�nity in the course of development and, at the
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same time, the amount of labor needed to produce one unit of the highest known quality

can tend to zero. In the limit of potential development (�t
P
(qt
P
); qt

P
) the commodities of all

qualities are free goods. Development is long-run e�cient or solves the long-run economic

problem in the example if these potentials of development are asymptotically exhausted

in equilibrium development, i.e. if the consumed qualities qt tend to in�nity (the limit of

qt
P
)) and the labor costs pt(qt)=wt per unit of consumed output tend to zero (the limit of

1=�t
P
(qt
P
)).

In the appendix we show that in equilibrium development growth is sustained even if

there are opportunity costs of research (scenario 2). However, actual development , while

continuously improving upon existing qualities, does not raise the productivity (in terms

of quantity) of labor. Process-innovations are persistently neglected. Instead, consumers

would prefer to choose process-innovations in each period. Thus it is Pareto-e�cient always

to choose the process-improving innovation, whereas in equilibrium development quanti-

ties are never chosen. In particular, laissez-faire development fails to solve the economic

problem.

When evaluating utilities at temporary equilibrium we can without loss of generality

replace the utility function u by the function ~u : IR3
+ ! IR; (x; y; q)! [y(e�x)]1=2+[qy]1=2;

where y is the non-negligible consumed quantity of the latest publicly known quality q. All

marginal rates of substitution in the example are `well behaved' including those involving

qualities, i.e. ~uq
~ux

and ~uq
~uy

both tend to 0 if q tends to in�nity. Clearly, what is needed in

addition to the assumption of (relative) satiation of absolute needs in order to exclude

long-run ine�ciencies like that of the example is an assumption that limits the feasible

quality increments. Accordingly, the assumption of `Weakly satiable absolute needs with

respect to quality', which in section 3 excludes examples like the present one, is a joint

assumption on preferences and the innovation-function.

4.2 Relative Needs

We now reconsider the two previous examples, altering only preferences and (in the second

example) being less demanding concerning the innovation-function.
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4.2.1 Example B1. Persistent Underdevelopment.

The economy is exactly identical to the economy of Example A1 , except for preferences.

Consumer's utility now also depends on ŷ2, the average high-quality consumption in the

economy. All individuals have the same utility function u(x; y1; y2; ŷ2) that satis�es the

following condition:

There exist y; y 2 IR+; with 0 < y < y; such that

u(x; y1; y2; ŷ2) < u(x; y01; y
0

2; ŷ
0

2) if [y1 + y2 < y01 + y02 < y] or if [y01 + y02 � y and (y2 � ŷ2) <

(y02 � ŷ02)]:

Thus in the present version of the example a consumer is interested in `quality', only

because others consume high quality commodities. However, they do care for their neigh-

bors consumption only when they have satiated their most basic needs. As long as they are

hungry they go for quantity only, no matter how rich or poor they are. Note that in this

example there are externalities with respect to quantities. It is obvious that the example

can be rewritten with product innovation and externalities with respect to quality (similar

to example B2).

Formally, laissez-faire development behaves exactly as in Example A1. Development

completely neglects the improvement of the low quality technology. Pro�ts from innovat-

ing in the high quality industry do not peter out because of the consumption externalities

among the consumption of the rich. As before, these pro�ts remain higher than the poten-

tial pro�ts from potential innovations in the low-skill industry. The unskilled, therefore,

remain hungry.

4.2.2 Example B2. Too Much Work for Too High Quality.

The economy mimics that of Example A2. Only preferences di�er and we do not need to

postulate exploding research productivity.

There is a single input x and a quality di�erentiated output yn; with quality qn 2 IR+; n 2

IN: All consumers have identical endowments e and identical preferences. The utility of

one consumer depends on the qualities consumed by other consumers. More precisely it

depends on the di�erence q � �q of the average quality q = ([
P
1

0 qnyn]=[
P
1

0 yn]) consumed

by the consumer himself and the average quality �q = ([
P
1

0 qn�yn]=[
P
1

0 �yn]) consumed by

other consumers, where �yn is the mean consumption of quality n in the economy. Given
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mean consumption in the economy utilities are u(x; ~y; �q) = [(
P
1

0 yn)(e � x)] + v(q � �q)

where v is a strictly increasing function.

Technologies and innovation-function are de�ned as in example A2, except that we

do not assume that quality growth and productivity growth are exponential. Without

relative needs exponential quality or productivity growth are necessary to sustain growth

if research has high opportunity cost. Without exponential growth of productivity pro�ts

in terms of inputs tend to zero in the absence of relative needs. Allowing for relative needs

makes it much easier to generate sustained growth. Exploding productivity or quality is

no longer needed even if research has high opportunity cost.

As Example A2 we want to make sure that quality is chosen in each period. This is the

case if (p̂(0;n)q =p(0;n)) is bounded away from one (and e�cient scales of the innovations are

appropriately speci�ed), where p(0;n) is the temporary equilibrium price after the quality

innovation has been chosen n times and the process-innovation has not yet been chosen, and

where p̂(0;n)q is the monopolistic price if quality has been chosen n times and cost-reduction

has not yet been chosen (This is su�cient to guarantee that the quality innovation is

chosen, even if there are opportunity costs of research). Note that temporary equilibrium

quantities and prices (always for the highest existing quality) as well as utilities are constant

over time (if process-innovations are never chosen).

Given �qt, which does not depend on the choices of a single consumer, we have

p̂(0;n)q

p(0;n)
�

uyn+1
uyn

j(xn;~yn)=
(e� x) + qn+1�qn

yn
v0

e� x
= 1 +

qn+1 � qn

yn(e� x)
v0 = 1 +

qn+1 � qn

�u
v0;

where �u is the constant utility at temporary equilibrium.

(a) v(q� �q) = q� �q. Then, we can make sure that quality is always chosen even if there is

no exponential growth of research productivity in quality. For instance, set qn = q0 + n�:

Then,
p̂
(0;n)
q

p(0;n)
� 1 + (�=�u) > 1:

(b) v(q� �q) = (q� �q)1=3. Quality is always chosen even if the quality increments qn+1� qn

are very small or tend to zero with increasing n:

Obviously, it would be e�cient to choose the process-innovation in each period, since

the utility increment from product innovations is always nill. Of course this extreme

ine�ciency is due to the fact that there is no absolute need for quality at all in the

example.
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5 Concluding Remarks

We have analysed a simple model of endogenous change with two potential sources of

sustained growth: Low opportunity cost of research and insatiable needs. In the absence

of both growth cannot be sustained in the present framework. However, while laissez-faire

development solves the long-run economic problem in the absence of insatiable needs if

there are low opportunity cost of research (Proposition 3), it typically fails to do so if

insatiable needs are the engine of growth (Proposition 5).

Most people would rather agree with Keynes about the existence of insatiable relative

needs. We think that, empirically, relativ needs are much more important than their minor

role in economic theory suggests. An extreme view even holds that observed sustained

growth in the developed and `satiated' part of the world is mainly due to unsatiable

relative needs. However, from a theoretical point of view their are several potential engines

of sustained growth, only one of which are insatiable relative needs and from an empirical

point of view it may be di�cult to distinguish them.

(1) The sustainability of growth in the endogenous growth literature (see Romer [1990],

Aghion and Howitt [1992], Grossman and Helpman[1990]) depends on exponential growth

of the research productivity (in the simplest case growth of the stock of knowledge

equals the amount of research times the stock of knowledge).7

In examples A1 and A2 we have explicitly assumed exponential growth of research

productivity: Given the same amount of research, the size of a potential innovation in a

given direction increases by a constant factor ( or �). Example A2 depends on the fact

that � does not decrease over time. Without this assumption growth would either peter out

(if research has opportunity cost) or eventually shift to process-innovations. In contrast,

the assumption of exponential growth of research productivity was not needed to sustain

growth in the examples with relative needs.

In section 3 we did not need to explicitly deal with exponential growth of research

7However, even with exponential growth of the research productivity, growth in this literature can only

be sustained because workers do not reduce their supply of labor when their consumption increases, not

even when real wages tend to in�nity (see Durantant [1995]). In Funk [1996] we show how the usual

assumption of exponential productivity growth of research can be strenghtend, so that growth is sustained

even with high opportunity costs of research, with exible labor supply, and in the absence of relative

needs.
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productivity as a separate source of sustained growth. Assuming that absolute needs

are weakly satiable with respect to quality is a joint assumption on preferences and on the

innovation-function. It allows for exploding productivity of research on quality, but requires

that this does not o�set decreasing marginal utility from additional quality. In examples A1

and A2 the violation of the assumption is due to exponetial growth of research productivity.

In examples B1 and B2 the violation of the assumption is due to non-decreasing marginal

utilities (there research productivity can remain constant or even tend to zero). In fact,

since q is a non-observable parameter, not much can be learned from dividing the source

of growth (and of biased growth) that we have labeled `insatiable needs' into a utility-

component and a technology component. This is also reected in the fact that by only

observing individual or aggregate demands and prices, the equilibrium developments in

the examples with relative needs (A1 and A2) and without relative needs (B1 and B2) are

not distinguishable.

(2) While it may prove di�cult to distinguish empirically between insatiable absolute

needs, insatiable realtive needs, and exploding productivity from research as engines of

growth, `low opportunity cost of research', as an engine of growth, implies rahter distinct

predictions. A testable prediction for the low opportunity of research scenario would be

that in the long-run research wages relative to (other) industrial wages should decrease

(in the absence of the other sources of growth). This is implied by Lemma 1. Casual

observation does at least not contradict the conclusions from Scenario 1. Research wages

in terms of output have been growing in the past, but they have grown less fast than non-

research wages In fact, it is not unreasonable to view research as a pleasant task which

some like to perform even if they can get higher pay in a non-research sector. Is it not,

for some of us, a luxury good that we are willing to pay for (in terms of forgone higher

non-research wages), once our basic needs have been satis�ed? Once growth has made

potential researchers su�ciently rich, research may again become an exogenous engine of

growth. Thus, if we were to take seriously `low opportunity cost of research' as a sources of

sustained growth, then part of the newly achieved competence of `endogenously' explaining

growth slips out of economists' controle again. However, �rst, low disutility from research

at low levels of research and high levels of income, only guarantees that research cannot

completely peter out. In our simpli�ed framework, the intensity of growth either is zero or
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is the size of one innovation. In a more general framework, even if we can conclude from the

assumption that growth does not peter out, we cannot determine the intensity of growth

indepently of the pro�tability of innovations. Second, even if there are low opportunity

costs of research, so that growth is sustained almost exogenously, the direction of change

is still determined endogenously (within the width of the innovation-possibilities) by the

pro�tability of innovations.

6 Appendix

In this appendix we completely work out example A2. We �rst show that for  su�ciently

large given �, and for su�ciently small e�cient scale production plans of I0� equilibrium

development induces people to work more and more. Second, we will show that in optimal

development hours worked remain constant at a moderate level. In the example �t(qt)

remains bounded in equilibrium development though it is possible for qt as well as for

�t(qt) to grow without bound (i.e. �
P
(1) = 1): Laissez-faire development fails to solve

the long-run economic problem.

Step 1. We �rst make sure that the quality-improving innovation is chosen in each period.

Let p̂(m;n)
q (resp. p̂(m;n)

� ) be the monopolistic price if quality (resp. quantity) has been

chosen n (resp. m) times till t and if the innovator in t chooses quality (resp. quantity)

(for convenience m(t) and n(t) have been replaced by m and n). Let p(m;n) = (1=�t(qt))

be the competitive price at t of the best public known quality qt. Similarly, denote the

innovations I(m;n)
q and I(m;n))

a and innovators' monopoly pro�ts by �(m;n)
q and �(m;n)

� : The

quality-improvement is chosen in each period if (�(0;t)q =w(0;t)) > maxfR; (�(0;t)� =w(0;t)g) for

all t: On the one hand it will be shown that �(0;t)q is bounded away from zero, say by ��.

Since, on the other hand, the real prices a process-innovator can realize are constant (i.e.

1=�0) one can easily choose I(0;t)a = I(0;0)a such that (�(0;t)a =w(0;t)) < �� (the pro�t-maximizing

quantities given p̂(0;t)� have to be su�ciently small). Similarly, since we have not �xed R

yet, we can choose R < ��: In order to show that (�(0;n)q =w(0;t)) is bounded away from zero,

it is su�cient to show that (p̂(0;n)q =p(0;n)) is bounded away from one (maxxf[p̂
(0;n)
q f (0;n)(x)�

w(0;n)x]=w(0;t)g � [p̂(0;n)q �(0;n)�x�p(0;n)�(0;n)�x]==w(0;t) = [(p̂(0;n)q �p(0;n))=w(0;t))]�(0;n)�x; where

�x is the e�cient scale input of Y 0). We give a lower bound on (p̂(0;n)q =p(0;n)) which is
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increasing in n and greater than one for n = 0: We know that

p̂(0;n)q

p(0;n)
�

uyn+1
uyn

j(xn;~yn)=
1
2
(yn)

�(1=2)(e� x)(1=2) + 1
2
(qnyn)

�(1=2)qn+1
1
2
(yn)�(1=2)(e� x)(1=2) + 1

2
(qnyn)�(1=2)qn

=

(e� x)1=2 + qn+1

q
1=2
n

(e� x)1=2 + qn

q
1=2
n

;

where (xn; ~yn) is the Walras-consumption at t, i.e. given prices (1; 1=�0) for labor and

output of quality n and with yn0 = 0 for all n0 6 =n: Setting an := (e � xn)
1=2 and

bn := (q0�n)1=2; the RHS reduces to an+bn�
an+bn

: Clearly, this expression is larger than one for

n = 0. The expression is increasing in n, since an is decreasing and bn increasing in n.

This proves Step 1.

Step 2. Second, it is made sure that for all t any development in which quantities are

chosen m + 1 times Pareto-dominates any development in which quantities are chosen m

times only. The ine�ciency in the example is stronger than a mere failure of solving the

long-run economic problem (the innovation which should always be chosen is never chosen

in equilibrium development).

As we have noted, when evaluating utilities at temporary equilibrium we can without

loss of generality replace the utility function u by the function ~u : IR3
+ ! IR; (x; y; q) !

[y(e�x)]1=2+[qy]1=2; where y is the non-negligible consumed quantity of the latest publicly

known quality q. Given the technologically determined Walras prices pt = 1=�(qt) and

using the budget constraint the utility function of consumers at t can be replaced by a

function from IR+ to IR; x ! �(qt)1=2x1=2[(e � x)1=2 + qt(1=2)]: This function is strictly

concave.

Denote by u(m;n) the utility a consumer realizes at the Walras equilibrium of period

t = m + n if � (resp. q) has been chosen m (resp. n) times. Let xn be the corresponding

hours worked (they do not depend on m as can be seen from the utility function). We

show that u(m0; n0) > u(m;n) for all m;n;m0; n0; with m+ n = m0 + n0; m0 > m: Then

u(m0; n0)

u(m;n)
=

m
0(1=2)x

(1=2)
n0 f(e� xn0)

1=2 + q
1=2
0 �n

0(1=2)g

m(1=2)x
(1=2)
n f(e� xn)1=2 + q

1=2
0 �n(1=2)g

Since xn and xn0 lie in the interval [(e=2); e] it follows that

u(m0; n0)

u(m;n)
>

(m
0

�m)(1=2)(e=2)(1=2)fq
1=2
0 �n

0(1=2)g

e(1=2)f(e=2)1=2 + q
1=2
0 �n(1=2)g

=
(m

0

�m)(1=2)q
1=2
0 �n

0(1=2)

e(1=2) + (2q0)1=2�n(1=2)
:
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Thus u(m0; n0) > u(m;n) if 
m
0

�m

2 q
1=2
0 �n

0(1=2) > e(1=2) + (2q0)
1=2�n(1=2) or if 

m
0

�m

2 >

(e=q0)
(1=2)��n

0=2+21=2�
n�n

0

2 or if 
m
0

�m

2 > (e=q0)
(1=2)��n

0=2+21=2�
m
0

�m

2 since n�n0 = m0�m:

For m0�m = 1; n0 = 0; this reduces to 1=2 > (e=q0)
(1=2) + (2�)1=2; which is satis�ed if  is

su�ciently large given (e=q0) and �: Furthermore, for  su�ciently large, the LHS grows

faster in m0 �m than the RHS, and the RHS is decreasing in n0. Therefore the inequality

holds for all m;n;m0; n0; with m + n = m0 + n0; m0 > m: This proves Step 2.

Thus it is Pareto-e�cient always to choose the process-improving innovation, whereas

in equilibrium development quantities are never chosen. In particular, laissez-faire develop-

ment fails to solve the economic problem. Note that the number of hours worked increases

in equilibrium development, since it does not depend on m.
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